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Update:

A. A field experiment was planted on June at the UGA-CPES Rigdon Farm, Tifton, GA in which 3 seed sizes (#1’s, mediums and jumbos) of Georgia Green and Georgia-02C were used as treatments to determine the effect of seed size on plant stand, incidence of tomato spotted wilt, and yield in moderately resistant and more highly resistant peanut cultivars. We screened Georgia Foundation Seed of these two varieties, so high count ("pegs") had already been removed.

B. Spotted wilt pressure was severe in the experiment, and both cultivar and seed size had an effect on spotted wilt ratings. Across both cultivars, intensity ratings for spotted wilt taken on October 3 were 48.2%, 46.9%, and 36.0% (LSD = 7.4) for Jumbo, Medium, and No. 1 seed sizes, respectively. Across the three seed sizes, intensity ratings were 61.1% and 26.3% (LSD = 6.1) for Georgia Green and Georgia-02C, respectively. There was no effect of seed size on yield for either cultivar. Across seed sizes, yields were 1355 lb/A for Georgia Green and 1994 lb/A for Georgia-02C. There was no indication from this experiment that seed size affected incidence of spotted wilt is stand establishment is not affected.